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Add-on Upgrade to Extension for NAV/Dynamics 365 service
Render your solution’s Extension upgrade to the experts at 1ClickFactory and mitigate any risks

We found what we were looking for: a partner to support us in
every aspect of the upgrade process, from the Classic to RTC
environment of Dynamics NAV. From the very first meeting to the
final delivery of our ISV solution “incadea.fastfit”, everyone involved in the project was extremely professional.
- Georg Mundschuetz, Sales Director, Incadea BSS

As an ISV, you need to plan to upgrade your IP and Add-ons to extensions to enable your solution for Cloud scenarios. Collaborating
with 1ClickFactory will allow you to transform your Add-on to Extension in the most efficient way, minimizing the risks and the investment.

Collect the Benefits

Careful planning

Fixed pricing

All IP Belongs
the ISV

Profound NAV and
Extensions technology expertise

Proven
Methodology

Experience the value
Careful planning

Profound NAV and Extensions technology expertise

Project scoping and planning workshop helps you to understand the
direct limitations of the Extensions technology (knowledge transfer
from 1ClickFactory to Partner) and provides suggestions on what
architectural solutions could be used to resolve these. You leave the
workshop with a plan on how to transform to Extension technologically with a clear understanding on the required efforts (e.g. time,
competency, investment).

Since projects rely on people, we take it as a first priority to assign
certified professionals with extensive product knowledge to manage
the project. 1ClickFactory has 7 years of experience working with
ISVs to upgrade, localize, integrate and develop Microsoft
Dynamics ISV solutions. 1ClickFactory performs hundreds of
projects during the year. Such experience allows us to plan, speed
up the project, and anticipate and overcome potential obstacles by
applying best practices.

Fixed pricing

Proven Methodology
Once the scope workshop has been conducted, 1ClickFactory will
define a scope document and fixed price proposal. Or in the case of Depending on the project’s complexity, 1ClickFactory ensures that a
larger projects discuss alternate project models (e.g. agile with certain methodology model is applied that has been well-proven
over time. It assures that the project’s scope and costs are
budget or waterfall with fixed price).
controlled, risks are reduced, partners’ expectations are managed,
All IP Belongs the ISV
and overall clarity is established.
All work/IP that 1ClickFactory performs for the ISV on the ISV solution remains under the ownership of you, the ISV, not 1ClickFactory.

Why 1ClickFactory?
At 1ClickFactory, we specialize in developing automated software services that were previously executed manually, like
Microsoft Dynamics solutions upgrades, reports transformation, deployment on Microsoft Azure, and other. By utilizing
our services, Partners from around the world can more easily, profitably, and with less risk implement and service Microsoft Dynamics solutions for their customers and quickly scale their businesses. Most of our services are available online
and 24/7 through our website.

Contact us!
service@1clickfactory.com

We work exclusively through Microsoft Partners and our Partners always remain the owner and primary contact for
their customers. If you are a customer and interested in our offering, please contact us and we will help you as well.

